
ABSTRACT 

Real-time face recognition became more important in the last two 

decades, it is adopted universally for attacking crime, stopping fraud, ensuring 

public safety. Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) technology has 

been facilitated to build complex modeling to extract facial features with high-

accuracy even better than human capability in recognition.  

The methodology achieved in this work will deal with several 

challenges, deploy pre-trained Deep CNN models with several purposes in 

small size, low-power, and low-cost hardware. A developer kit from Nvidia 

will be utilized in this work with the Raspberry pi camera V2. Nvidia’s Jetson 

Nano is an effective, small platform for running advanced AI applications. The 

main goal of this thesis is to deploy deep CNN models for face recognition, 

masked-face detection, and age/gender estimation model in Jetson Nano, with 

the intention of real-time performance and high accuracy. In this system, an 

evaluation of three face detector techniques and three face feature extractor 

models has been utilized. The best technique was the CNN detector in real-time 

performance (12.1 frames per second) on the jetson nano board. In the face 

feature extractor, the OpenFace model shows the best performance in real-time 

(41.8 frames per second) and the execution time for the complete face 

recognition process is 112.3 ms on the Jetson board. The Masked-Face 

detection model was implemented using a Transfer-learning the CNN model 

(MobileNet-V2) by masked face dataset (RMFD). The results show remarkable 

accuracy (99%) in Frontal and NonFrontal faces in both masked and non-

masked faces. The VGG-16 architecture that was pretrained on the VGGFace 

dataset was Transfer-learned using IMDB-WIKI dataset. This model achieved 

82.7% and 88.3% accuracy for the age and gender models, respectively. This 

system was tested using a database generated in the laboratory, with 50 people. 

The system has an acceptable performance to recognize faces, also capable of 

detecting and recognizing multiple faces in live acquired images. 




